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are rigidly held. Some of these work almost entirely
amongst Indian Christians, whom they find easier to pervert
into their own narrow little faith than they do to convert
the Hindu or the animist. One of the biggest tragedies in
mission life in India is this unChristlike thing. I have come
across missionaries who are firmly convinced that all sects
save their own are going to hell. The intelligent Hindu
is bewildered at the number of watertight compartments in
the Christian vessel, each inhabited by a little sect who
believe that they alone are sailing for the Heavenly City.
What have these things to do with Christ ? In most cases,
absolutely nothing at all. Christ came to start men and
women on a new kind of life in which friendship and co-
operation with God are conditioned by surrender and
whole-hearted devotion on the side of man. Some of us
have surrounded this gloriously simple yet searching life
with all the appurtenances of religion as man has invented
them through the centuries. We carry these appurtenances
to India—Church organizations and denominations based
on those of the West, regardless of their suitability to the
East. We carry the dogmas and creeds with which we have
surrounded Christ, and a great deal of which were better
left behind. And then we wonder why, after all, it seems
that Mr. Gandhi and some of the Hindu sages are far more
Christian in many things than we are ourselves."
All the same, it must be remembered that throughout
the last century missions have done a tremendous lot for
India's betterment and happiness. Hospitals were started
in India by missions before the Governments thought of
them. In almost every part, also, the Missionary Societies
have been the pioneers of education. Indian women are
just beginning to come to their rightful heritage of educa-
tion and emancipation—and missions were in the forefront
of this movement. In nearly every case in which social1
or educative work is being done by the State, it was only
after Christian missions had started this work that Govern-
ments took it up. A Hindu who has recently travelled all
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